KRATZER AUTOMATION is an innovative high-tech company for industrial applications. Our software
solutions provide efficient and transparent processes for our demanding, international customers in the
automotive industry and the transport sector.
For our Test Systems business unit in Villebon sur Yvette (91 Essonne) we are looking for you as

Junior Proposal Engineer (m/w/d)
Test bench systems for automotive development

Your tasks






Timely preparation of quotations for our customers in the automotive industry, starting
with the analysis of customer enquiries through to price calculations
Derivation of functional requirements from customer requirement specifications for
hardware and software
Development of concepts together with the product management and the competence
teams
Obtaining and evaluating offers from our suppliers and cooperation partners
Technical descriptions for our offers

Your profile








Successfully completed degree in a technical discipline such as electrical or mechanical
engineering, mechatronics or engineering physics
Good knowledge of process measuring and control technology and the use of
measurement and automation tools
Good understanding of complex systems such as test stands and interest in e-mobility
or electric drive systems
French native or proficient level essential and English fluent level needed; knowledge of
German desirable, but not necessary
Ability to present complex technical facts in comprehensible texts and block diagrams
Willingness to go on occasional business trips
Working carefully, capacity to learn and a good team player

We offer






Working in an international environment for a growing company in a forward-looking,
dynamic industry
Friendly and loyal team, flat hierarchies and regular team-events
Organized onboarding program for a quick orientation
Continuous learning on the job and further training opportunities in our Kratzer-Academy
Modern workplaces with hot and cold drinks for free

More detailed information available on our career homepage.
We are looking forward to receiving your application that includes your salary expectation
and the earliest possible start date.
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